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How to.transfer IRAs to LTC insurance
,
,

early 10,000 baby boomers
are turning 65 every day, and
they will for the next 16 years.
Where will they get the money to purchase long-term care insurance (LTCI)?
Most LTCI owners are deeply concerned about the shocking price increases in policies this past year. Forbes
reported that the increases in LTCI premiums may be between 45 percent and
85 percent in 2013 alone!
The question I am asking you this
month is: How can one use IRA assets'
to pay for long-term care insurance? Is
.it really possible to transfer IRA money
into tax-free LTCI?
Don Quante, in his book "Don't Go
Broke in a Nursing Home," explains
how IRA money can be used to pay
for the cost of LTC!. "Some people
have chosen to take 'a portion of their
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